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Abstract 
We consider asynchronous iterative algorithms for distributed processes in networks in 

which tlw computations at teach node are allocated to a fixed process. Each process begins 
a uew iteration when it has received new values from a 'sufficient' number of the process•,g 
to which it is adjacent in the dependency graph. For each process different 'sufficient' 
nitteria might be chosen; for example at least 'one', a given subset or 'all' the adjacent 
pnwesstes. Each process uses only the most up-to-date of the values it has received, 
discarding any earlier values. We assume that each process performs an iteration in its 
uwu coustant commtensurable tinw and to each channel corresponds a fixed communication 
dday. 

We show that the behaviour of the processes in the overall network is predictable 
as each process computes periodically. Moreover, if the dependency graph is strongly 
connPcted and 'sufficient' means 'all' the adjacent processes, the computation rate is the 
sanw for each process and there emerges a calculable formula for this rate. Thus tlw 
al)!;orithm becomes implicitly synchronous and its performance can be evaluated. 

Keywords 
Asynchronous algorithms, parallel processing, distributed processes, dynamic \)f'haviour, 

1\ -pPriodicity, pPrfonnance, Petri net, timed Petri nd 

1 INTRODUCTION 

We consider iterative algorithms of the form 
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wh«>rt' x = (xh x 2, ... , x,.) is a vector in ~" and f : !R" ---+ !R" is an iteration mapping 
defining the algorithm. These algorithms can be executed on a parallel or distrihutt>d 
computing system in which the i-th process Q; updates x; according to the formula 

We will need to be specific about comnmnication links between processes so we defin«> 
subst<ts I~,I2 , ••• ,I,,~ {1,2, ... ,n} by 

j E I; <=> J; depends on Xj, j # i. 

Th«> df:prndcncy graph 9 is the directed graph with n vertices, labelled 1, 2, ... , n, 
with the directed edge (i,j) present if and only if j E I;. We will assume that thf' 
communication network between the processes is isomorphic to the dependency graph 
and that each process Q; is aware of the current value of x;. 

We focus here on an asynchronous implementation, in which each process computes at 
its own pace while receiving information on the values of the components updated by the 
otlwr processes. Descriptions of asynchronous iterations have been presented by difft<rent 
authors including (Baudet 1978) and (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1991}. We will work with 
a slightly modified version of Bertsekas's formulation. 

Write I; = { i1 , i 2, ••. , io;}, i = 1, 2, ... , n, where I; is the communication sd to Q i 
.J.,fint<d above. Let x;(O) be the value of x;, nesiding in the m~emory of the i-th proct<ss 
at tim~e 8, where 8 is a natural number. According to (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1991) tlw 
asynchronous v~ersion of the iterative procedure is given by 

{ x;(8)=J;(:z:;1(r/(8)), ... ,:rdr/ (8))), 
1 I <'Iii 

J:;(8)=x;(8 -1) 
if(} E f)i 

otherwis~e 

wlwrf' tlw schedule E-)i is th~e set of times at which x; is updated (that is, CJ; finisht<s a 
computation} and rj(O) are times satisfying 

II::; rj(O) ::; 8- 1, for all 8 2 1. 

At time 8, Xj(rj(O)) is the last value computed by Qj that Q; has received. We chose 
not to include i in /; to simplify the notation. If J; depends on x; then the reader will 
t<asily verify that none of the results is affected, as process i is always awane of thf' CUITPnt 
valuf' of :z:;. 

We assume that each process Q;, i = 1, 2, ... , n satisfies the following communication 
rnlt<. As soon as a process CJ; finishes a computation it sends its result x; to th«> Qj which 
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nPted it, according to the dependency graph. Q; carriPs out a nPw itPration as soon as a 
'snfficiPnt' number of updatPd component values have been received from ot.lwr procPss<·s. 
WP dPtJOtP by 1i; <;; '2 1• the 'sufficitent' set of subsets of indicPs of val uPs (or proctesstes ). 
As soon as Q; has received enough new values whose indices make up an denwnt of 1i;, 
procPss CJ; comnwnces a new iteration. It is natural to require that, when this occurs, Q; 
nstes tlw most recently rPcPiw'<l vahw of tevery variahlP. Hem·p WP imposP thP condition 

HE 1i; L E H; for every L such that H <;; L <;; I; (I) 

and rtequirte that procPss Q; re-starts with tlw biggPst rlPnJPnt of H; availablte. If two 
PIPmPnts of H; arte availablP at thP same timP, by (I) their union is also an Pltenwnt of H; 
and then chosen for the new romputation. We discuss now a few particular cases of H;. 

• If 'sufficient' nwans 'all' for each proctess, Q; rP-computes as soon as it has rPcPiv<>d 
a nPW value from Pach of the processes Q,, h E /;. H; has got a singlte dtemPnt, 
H; = {/;}. We analysed this case in detail in an earlier paper (Fletcher and Santini 
1994). 

• If 'sufficient' nwans 'one' for each process, without any particular requirement about 
which one, Q; re-starts with any number of new values. So Q; stays idlt• only if 
it received no communications since it began the previous iteration. In this casP 
H; = '21·. 

• If 'sufficient' nwans that Q; re-computes x; only when it has ren•ived updatPd values 
from :r, for hE H; <;; 1; then H; = { H; U I I I E 2/,-H, }. 

Aft...,r each itPration Q; picks up the most recPnt values availablP, and waits if tWCPssary 
for oth<'r values depending on the criterion chosen. If, by the time it re-starts, morte than 
otw value from the same proress has arrived, it usrs only the latest valtw and discards 
tlw IHPvious ones. Thus one process Q; will buffer no more than Card H; values at each 
it.Prat.ion, that is, no more than one value per process it is supposed to receive from. The 
n·-starting rule can be decomposed in three ordered subrules. 

I. Each process re-starts as soon as the criterion is satisfied; 

'2. With all the new values available; 

:t With the most up-to-date of those new values. 

In any case {J; may have to wait a certain period of time before re-computing, and it 
is morP likely to be idlP with the smaller the set H; is, the extreme case being H; = {/;}. 
At tlw otlwr extreme, if H; = 21' then the amount of asynchronism is more significant 
and the idle time of the processes is reduced. 

We cau consider the receiving rule as a local synchronisation, whereas the sending of a 
nwssagP does not imply any synchronisation (the receiving process can be in a computing 
statP ). As soon as Q; finislws an itPration, it becomes aware of the values received wlwn it. 
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was computing. WP. assume that the communication system is reliable {messagP.s nP-ithP.r 
lost nor corruptP.d nor desequenced) so the valuP.s arP. definitP-ly rP.ceiwd aftP.r bP.ing sP-nt. 

In ordl"'r to have a dl"'ar picture of thf' procP.sses' behaviour, we make tlw following 
assumptions. 

I. The dependi"'IKY graph of the proct-'sses is COlllii"'ctl"'d. 

:l. At timP. () = 0 all thl"' proct-'SSP.S art-' providt-'d with thl"' initial valul"' of thP. components 
of x thP.y nP.I"'d, according to thl"' dt-'pendt-'ncy graph causing them to commP.nct-' their 
computation. We shall say that each process is launched. 

:3. Each Q; computes in its own speed and thP. computation tim!"' d; of Q; is thl"' same 
at all itP.rations. It is convenient to asstunP. that thesP. processing timP.s art-' com
mP.nsurable. 

4. We denote by d;j the time required to send a value in the channel linking Q; to Qj. 
We assume that thP. d;j are constant and commensurable. As soon as Q; finishP.s a 
computation, it SP.nds its rP.sult to the Q.i which neP.d it, according to thf' dependP.ncy 
graph. The Qj receivP. it d;j units of time later. 

Such an algorithm will be called in the following a WS(Weakly Synchronized)-algorithm. 
The justification of the 'WS-algorithm' terminology lies in Theorem 1 wlwre we show that 
from thl"' local synchronisation emerges behaviour which mimics a globally synchronised 
algorithm. Therefore the behaviour of the processes is predictable rather than chaotic. 

Theorem 1 states that the processes computP. cyclically after a transient initial phase. 
In section 2 we give thP. main stP.ps of thP. proof of Theorem 1 whert-' the WS-algorithm 
is modi"' led by a timed priority system {timed Petri net with priorities) with thl"' same 
dynamic behaviour. Section :3 deals with thl"' particular criterion 'all', that is 'H.; = {/;}. 
We refl"'r to (Carlier, Chretienne and Girault 1985) to show that the same computatiou 
rat<" <"merges for each process, and give a calculable formula. Section 4 gives one example. 

Related issues arise in the analysis of temporal properties of parallel compositions 
of omega-automata (Alur, Itai, Kurshan and Yannakakis 1995) and protocol analysis 
and verification (Aggarwal, Barbara and Meth 1987). However our work is motivatP.d 
towards the analysis of asynchronous implementations of numerical algorithms and tlwir 
performance, in relation to convergence for example (Bull and Freeman 1992). 

2 BEHAVIOUR OF A WS-ALGORITHM 

2.1 Definition of /{-periodicity 

Tlw type of periodicity we are concerned with is called /{-periodicity and was intro
duced by { Chretienne 198:3). A schedule is a sP.quence whose elements arP. time occurencP.s. 
Intuitively a schedule is I< -periodic if the I< succesivP. time occurences repeat periodically. 
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~~n+2K 

Figure 1. Example of a /{-periodic sequence. 

Mort' formally we haw tlw following definition in (Carlier and Chretieuiw 19K~). 

Definition 1 A Mq'UfnCf { .s,.}' ·'n E z+' is /{ -pn·iodic, with pt:riod 7r' if then' fXists an 
intfgcr· n 0 such that 

fo1· all n :;:: n0 , .sn+K = .s,. + 1r 

whrn /{ E z+ is tht fJfT"iodicity facto7·, 7r thr fJfTiod, and /{ /7r tht' jrfquwcy of { -'n}. 

2.2 K -periodicity in a WS-algorithm 

In this section we show that after a transient phase each process in a WS-algorithm 
wmputes periodically. Thus the behaviour of each proCf'8S - when it will be performing 
and when it will he idle- is predictable. This result is expressed in Theorem I for which 
wt· giw an outline proof; full details appear in (Fletcher and Santini 1995). 

Theorem 1 For each f!1'0C£'S-' QJ in an WS-alg01·ithm tht'f'f' is a l<j such that Q.i computes 

under a Ki -periodic .schfdulf. 

l'mof. 
The proof li"s in tlw muddling of the WS-algorithm hy a timt:d prior·dy systnn, that 

is a timed Petri net with priorities (Best and Kontny 1992). Tlw tinwd J.niority ~ystem 
bas properties which apply to the underlying WS-algorithm to prove thP theorem. In the 
following we shall assume that the reader is already familiar with Petri nets; we refer to 
( M mat a 1989) for concepts and definitions relating to Petri nets. 

H ... cause each process computes for a fixed amount of time, it is natural to model one 
pruc ... ss of computing delay d; hy ad; timed transition, the transition firing meaning that 
tlw proc ... ss is computing. With any non-zero communication delay djk will be a~sociat ... d 
a tinwd transition of dnration djk· A new value n~ceived is symbolised by a token in tlw 
input. place; the exchange of data is represent .. d by the token traffic. 

Such a Petri net structurP is analogous to the dependency graph of the processes. 
How ... ver, we are considering processes pt>rforming several tasks: computing, rPceiving, 
discarding and sending. Therefore we need a more elaborate Petri net model in which 
some new elements are added to the model of each process. 

!. A process is mw agent and cannot compute two values at the same time, wher<>a~ 
a timed tran~ition can initiatP a nPw firing evt>n if it has not tPrminated tlw pr<>
vious on<>. Thus, to modi'! a procPss we want two firings of thP associated tinwd 
transition not to owrla]J. To achievP this, with Pach timed transition we associat ... 
a single place loo]J. 
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:l. In tht> WS-algorithm valut>s art> somf'timt>s discardt>d. This happens when two val
Ut<S of x; (or more) from Q; art> available at one process Q3. Proet<ss Q3 picks up 
only the last ont>, which is supposed to be the most up-to-datP. In t«>rms of Pt>tri 
nt<ts wt> intP-rpret it as two tokt>ns availabl«> in onP- place. OnP- has to lw rP-movt>d so 
wt> add transition and arcs to rt>movt> thP- t>Xtra tokP-ns. 

a. As Petri nets model conditions it is possiblt> to model the re-starting eritt>rion by 
adding plact>s, transitions and ares within the model of ont> singlP- pmct>ss. Thus 
tht> model will be different for different criteria. Those extra Pt>tri nd ft>atures 
bring unwantt>d conflicts in the structure. Which transition is going to firt> if two 
art> enabled at the sanw time"? To keep a deterministic system, t>ven if it is not 
stmcturally conflict free, a priority relation is introduced for the transitions of each 
subnet modt>l of a process, resulting in a timed priority system. 

4. Tht> initial marking corresponds to tht> launching of the processes. The nt>t without 
tokens is like the nt>twork with all the processt>s dead. As soon as tht> initial tokt>ns 
art> put in the net, the transitions start firing, according to the rult> 'fire a transition 
as soon as it is t>nahled'. The dynamic behaviour of the Petri net will model tht> 
bt>ha.viour of the processes (idlt> or performing) in tht> WS-algorithm. 

Ht·m.m·k. Thost> t>xtra. Pt>tri net elt>ments art> only added inside the subnet model of 
t>ach singlt> proct>ss. This is nt>cessary to keep a fully dt>centralised system of processt>s, 
without any t>Xtrant>ous interactions betwt>en the processes. 

We have constructed a marked timed priority system whose transitions firt> as soon as 
they art> t>nahlt>d and whose Petri net is hounded (Fletcher and Santini 1995). Moreover, 
a.ftP.r a. certain time - depending on the topology of the nP.twork, the computation and 
communication times and the manner in which the overall process is launched - this Pt<tri 
nPt has the same dynamic behaviour the live suhnP.t of the original Pt>tri net model. Tlwn, 
using properties of the new live hounded timed priority system, WP. can derive a. theort<m 
showing that the timP.s at which each transition begins to firP. is a K -periodic schedult>. 
Tht<u WP can transfer these results to the WS-algorithm and prove ThP.orP.m l. 

I Ising BP.rtseka.s formulation ThP.orem l can ht> re-statP.d. 

Corollary 1 There rxists a timt· 90 and integers 1r, Kj, a}, ... , af', j 
that .fm· all 9 2 9o, 

(-)i =a~ mod 1r, l E {1, ... , K3} 

·whn·f" 1r is thr prr·iod and Kj the periodicity factor· of proct:ss j. 

1, ... , n ~-uch 
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;3 CRITERION 'ALL': EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE 

VliP focus herP on tlw particular criterion 'all', that is H:i = lj for all j = !, ... , n. For 
procPssPs in a strongly connPctPd rwtwork we show that 

and dterive a formula for tlw computation rate f = I<j1r. 

Theorem 2 C:onsidrr a WS-algorithm in a st·rongly connrctrd nrtwo·rk computing undn· 
flu criterion 'all'. Then each process computes under a I< -pt:riodic schrdult· and tht· com.
pulalion mtr f is tlu·n gi'llcn by the formula 

.!. . { l . #{Processes in Ck} - #{Values discarded in Ck}} = llllllk --, ' dmax Total delay in C k 

wfl.tTf d,.,.x is the largest computation time for any process in the ndwork and (71, ... , ('I 
an t/~,~ simple circuits of the graph. 

/'roof. 
A fully df>tailted proof of Theorem 2 is giwn Plstewhen• (Fletcher and Santini 1994, 

!9!J!i ). W<' devt>lop herP the important stteps. 
Wte rtefter to (Carl iter, ChrPtitennP and Girault 1 !JI:I!i) whPrP tlwy dterive a tlworPm for 

what tlwy call the earlitest controlled execution of a Petri net. Most importantly tlwy 
giv<> a formula calculating the frequency of the firings of each transition, having shown 
alneady that those firings are I< -periodic. The earliest controlled execution is a particular 
••xecntion of the firings of a Petri net, which for the subclass of Petri nets called timfd 
1narktd graph follows the rule: 'Fire a transition as soon as enabled'. Firing as soon 
as •·nabled is one rP-quirement of our timed priority system model of the WS-algorithm. 
lloW<'VPr our Pdri net model is gpnerally not a timed marked graph. 

With criterion 'all' there exists a time ()0 such that, for all() greater than 00 , the timed 
!'t•t.ri net model of the WS-algorithm is equivalent to a timed marked graph. In fact, 
the livP subnet emerges as a timed marked graph. As there are no conflicts in a marked 
graph, the priority relation is no longer necessary. 

Within the transient phase values may have been discarded so the initial marking of 
the Petri net may not be reachable from the marking at Ba. To use the theorem from 
(Carlier ff a! 198!i) we need the marking at 80 . In termsofthe WS-algorithm this requires 
the algorithm to be run up to time 80 to find out where values are discarded. With the 
pill'ticnlar criterion 'all' no values are discarded after the transient time has elapsed. 

As th<> formula only works for strongly connected timed marked graphs, we restrict 
onrsP!vP.s to strongly conn<>cted networks of processes. Then we can apply the theorem 
from (Carlierft al 198!i) to our timed Petri n<>t model of a WS-algorithm and prove 
Theorem 2. 
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This tlwonem givte~ thte texact computation ratte, but wte nteed to run thte algorithm 
11p to tlw stteady statte. Wte can gd an uppter hound for the computation rat•· with tlw 
following obvious consequencte of our tearlier result. 

Corollary 2 C:onsidrr a WS-algor·ithm in a strongly connected network computing undf"'l" 
thf critf-rion 'all'. The computation rate f of thf· algorithm in its steady statr satisjif s 

. . { I #{ ProcrsMs in Ck}} I < mmk --, . , 
· - dmax Total delay zn Ck 

wlu·n d,.,.2, is thr largrst computation time for any process in the network and(\, ... , C:1 
arr tlu· simple cin·uits of the gmph. 

Wte now uste Bertstekas formulation of the WS-algorithm, to re-state the above rtesults. 

Corollary 3 There exists a time 80 and the displacement times a/, . .. , af, i = I, ... , n 
such that for all 8 2: Oo, 

(-)'=~~~mod 7!", l E {1, ... , I<}. 

/\. and 7T" arc thf· smallest integf'1"S such that .f = I</ 7T", f dfjinrd as in Thmrem. 2. 

Htencte tlw srhtedulte { (-);10 2: 80 }, i = I, ... , n is texactly prtedictahlte if thte algorithm is nlll 

up to 80 . As soon as the stteady state is establishted each process computes I< tinws iu a 
]Wriod and the algorithm becomes synchronous. 

4 EXAMPLE 

w.., consider the strongly connected ntetwork of four processes illustrated in Figurte :!. 
l'rocess (lz is tlw only process of tlw graph receiving data from more than one othter pro
<"<'ss. Although our analysis applites to any criterion satisfying ( 1 ), here we discuss the cases 

H2 = {(1),(4),(1,4)}, 
H2 = {(1,4)}. 

With H 2 = {(1,4)}, that is criterion 'all', we apply Theorem 2 in order to calculat<e 
tlw computation rate. Wte label the two circuits C:1 and C2 where C\ = { Q), Q2, Q:h Q4 }, 

c:2 = { CJ2, Q:h Q4}. The numbers of processes in C1 and C'2 are 4 and :l resptectively. 
From Theorem 2 it follows that the processes are firing periodically after a transient 

phase, with thte computation rate 

(- . {~ (4-#{DiscardsinC\}) (:l-#{DiscardsinC'2 })} 
.-mlll 6' l!'i ' 9 . 
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WP JHPst>nt in Figurt> :~ an t>Xamplt> of tlw Pt>tri nf't modt>l Wf' havt> dt>vt>lorwd. As 
couflicts occur, tlw modt>l of t>ach pruct>ss is a priority systt>m. Tlw difft>rt>nt critt>ria for 
Jn·oct>ss Ch art> exprt>sst>d in the differt>nt modds for process Q2 (see Figurf' 4 and Fi!!;lll"f' 
fi). 

Fi!!;llff' 6 and Figure 7 represent the computing and idle times of thte proct>sst>s. A 
vahw disr.ardted is symbolist>d hy a crossted arrow, the abscissa of the vtector corrt>sponding 
to tlw stending timf'. 

Q2(:3) 
(I) 

(2) 

(1) Qa(2) QJ(6) 

(0) 

(0) 
Q4(1) 

Figure 2. An texamplt> of four processes in a strongly connt>ded network. Tlw numlwrs 
in hrackt>ts art> tlw •~onstant computation or communication tinws. 
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I 

I 

t\4l(o): 

l'.xocess_Q3- _ 

_p_xocess...Q~ 

Figure 3. Pi"tri net model of the example network at fJ = 0. Transition t\41 has priority 
of firing over t1 when they are enabled at thP. same timP.. 

Figure 4. ThP. model of process Q2 when 
the criterion is 1-£2 = {(1,4)}. Process 
Ch re-starts only aftP.r recP.iving new val
ues from both process 1 and process 4 -
the criterion 'all'. 

rrocess- Qz- - - - -~-- - - - - - - - - -; 
I • I 
I I 
I e I : ptf{O) : 
I I 

: t2{3) • : 
I I 

~-----------------------· 

Figure 5. The model of process Q2 when 
thP.criterionis'H.2 = {(1),(4),(1,4)}. Pro
cess Q2 re-starts when at least one new 
value is n'>ceivP.d- the criterion 'one'. 
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0 6 12 1R time units 

Figure 6. 1i2 = {(1), (4), (1,4)}. Process 
Ch rtestarts with at )<east one new value. 
Tlw gPnteral period is 1r = 6 but the com
putation rates are different so that I<t = 1 
and I<2 = /{3 = /{4 = 2. xi1l is periodi
.. ally discarded in Ct. 

G CONCLUSION 

t --
0 

i~~~ 

l l i ~ ! ~ 

6 12 

!~ 
l 
!~ 

!~ 

l 
!~ 

11-! time units 

Figure 7. H 2 = {(1,4)}, that is cri
terion 'all'. xi1> is discarded once in C'1 
and c:2· 711 = 4, n2 = :3 and .f = 

. { 1 (3-l) .!.!=!1} - I Tl .. l I I .. nun 6• 9 , 15 - 6. 1esc.1ecue1~ 

1-penodir. with 1r = 6. 

w .. hav<> developed a Petri net model for a class of asynchronous distributed itterative 
algorithms in which a given processor computes one component of the iterate vector. Each 
of tlws<> processors computes a new iterate as soon as new values of a certain number of 
thte component:; it rtequires are received from other processors. Using the Petri nP.t model 
wte havP shown that, after a certain initial time has elapsed, the computations all become 
periodic, and, implicitly, synchronized. For a strongly connected net and when a process 
rtequires new values from all the adjacent processors in the dependency graph we have 
given an <exact formula for the period. However, this can only be evaluated once the 
lwha.viour of the algorithm during the initial phase is known so we also give an upper 
hound for the period which can be computed at the outset. Further work is under way 
to dPrive an upper bound for the period when more general criteria are used. 
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